Abstract. -We study several models of directed animals (branched polymers) on a square lattice. We present a transfer matrix method for calculating the properties of these directed animals when the lattice is a strip of finite width. Using the phenomenological renormalization, we obtain accurate predictions for the connective constants and for the exponents describing the length and the width of large animals (03BD~ = 9/11 and 03BD = 1/2). For a particular model of site animals, we present and prove some exact results that we discovered numerically concerning the connective constant and the eigenvector of the transfer matrix when the eigenvalue is one. We also propose a conjecture for the number of animals which generalizes the expression guessed
1. Introduction. -Among the many generalizations of the classical percolation problem, the introduction of a preferred direction for the available bonds has the remarkable property that it changes the universality class of the model considered [1, 2] . This is one of the reasons for the recent wave of interest in directed percolation [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and it seems worthwhile to investigate the effects of directionality on other systems.
The first model one can think about is the problem of fully directed polymers, i.e. walks for which each step has a positive projection on the preferred direction. Such a walk can obviously be decomposed into a random walk perpendicular to the direction and a forward walk parallel to the direction. Due to this simplification, the problem becomes trivial, even for self-avoiding walks because all directed polymers satisfy the excluded volume constraint.
The next model is the problem of directed lattice animals (or branched polymers). One wants to study the statistical properties of connected clusters obeying the following rule : there exists a particular site (the root) from which all the other sites in the cluster can be reached via a path that never goes opposite to the preferred direction. This problem was attacked recently by two methods : Day and Lubensky [9] developed a field theory approach of the problem. They found that the upper critical dimensionality was 7 and they calculated the critical exponents to first order in 8 (e = 7 -d). On the other hand Redner and Yang [ 10] and Dhar, Phani and Barma [ 11 ] studied the problem on lattices by performing direct enumerations up to a maximum size. This maximum size is significantly higher than the one which can be reached for non-directed lattice animals. The reason is that the directional constraint greatly simplifies the problems, at least in numerical studies. The same simplification can also be observed for percolation. By the enumeration method, they estimated the asymptotic number of animals (in the large size limit) and the critical exponents. Moreover, Dhar, Phani and Barma [11] conjectured some exact expressions for the number of directed animals in dimension 2.
In the present paper, we study the problem of directed lattice animals in two dimensions using transfer matrices. As in the case of non-directed animals [12] , the transfer matrix method allows animals on strips of finite width to be studied. But contrary to the enumeration method where the animals are constructed up to a maximum size, the transfer matrix method does not limit the size of animals. It only limits the width of the strips where the animals are drawn. Once the transfer matrices were written, we could apply the phenomenological renormalization [13, 15, 12] (Fig. 1). o In model A (Fig. 1 a) the animals are clusters of s sites and the preferred direction lies along the diagonal of the square lattice. 9 Model B (Fig. 1 b) (8) justifies the asymptotic behaviour of Go R (x) given in equation (5) One deduces from equations (12) and (13) that the functions H(C, x) are solutions of the following set of linear equations.
For strips of finite width, the matrix M is finite. Therefore the eigenvalue A(x) and the generating functions H(C, x) can be calculated for any value of x. The only limitation comes from the fact that the size of the matrix increases exponentially with the width n of the strip. 4 . Results on strips of finite width. - The largest eigenvalue Ä.n(x) of the transfer matrix corresponding to a strip of width n can be calculated either analytically for narrow strips, or numerically but with a very high accuracy for larger strips. As an example, we give the expression of A,,(x) for strips of width (see appendix A).
As strips are lattices which are infinite in one direction, one can study the large s behaviour of the number of animals on these strips. This leads to define the connective constant P,, of the model on a strip of width n.
For site lattice animals, the number of different animals of s sites on a strip of width n and with a root C behaves by definition of M,, as :
One should notice that in (19) , it is only the prefactor a(C) which depends on the form of the root C. The connective constant M,, is the same for all the roots. This is a consequence of the equations (12) The Jl" can be easily calculated from the knowledge of A,,(x). The connective constant is given by where x,, is the smallest value of x for which
The justification of (21) has been given by Klein [1bJ in the case of self avoiding walks. The generalization to lattice animals is straightforward. Let us give a simple proof of (21) . For large s, the equations (12) become homogeneous By looking at equations (8) and (9), one sees that (22) means exactly that the matrix T has an eigenvalue Å.'I(X) = 1 for x = 1/ Jln. The fact that all the coefficients a(C) are positive implies that A,,(x) is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix T. Moreover, the a(C) are the coefficients of the eigenvector of matrix T corresponding to the eigenvalue A = 1 when x = 1/ Jln.
In table I, we give the values of the p,, that we found numerically by constructing the matrices T for the four models A, B, C and D. The big surprise about these results is that for model A, the Jln have an exact expression for any value of n :
We found this result by numerical studies. It can be checked by putting A = 1 in equations (16) to ( 18) In the four models, the Jln seem to converge for large n in the following way (see Fig. 2) In the problems of self-avoiding walks or of lattice animals, the connective constant plays the role of the critical temperature in usual statistical mechanics problems. The behaviour (24) can be compared with the shift of the critical temperature due to finite size effects [17, 18] : when the system is finite (of size n) on a few directions and infinite in the other directions (in order to have a critical temperature), the shift (AT),, of the critical temperature is almost always [19] proportional to n-'Iv. As we shall see in the next sections, in the problem of directed lattice animals, vl = 2 is presumably exact in two dimensions. Therefore (24) can be interpreted asp -p. -n 1 r"1. This is not surprising because vl governs the width of the animals which is the length to be compared to the finite width n of the strip.
Another quantity which can be obtained from Å,n( (27) by an argument similar to one used for polymers [20, 21 ] . Consider a very long animal of s sites on a strip of width n. One can divide the strip into adjacent rectangles of width n and of length nVI/ /vJ.. At the scale of these rectangles, the animal is not affected by finite size effects. Therefore, the animal has n'lvj-sites in each rectangle. It follows that the number of rectangles which are crossed by an animal of s sites is proportional to sln'IvL and the length of the animal is proportional to (s/nl/vJ. ) nViI /VJ..
In figure 3 , we present a log-log plot of bn versus n. This figure indicates that the three models A, B, C belong to the same universality class with ( 1 -vll)/ vi = 0.37 whereas model D seems to have different exponents (1 -vjj)/vi = 0.45. This means that the partially directed animals may not be in the same universality class as the fully directed animals. This point will be discussed in the next section. One should notice that the power law behaviour (27) remains valid for very narrow strips and that we have in the log-log plot a straight line from n = 3 to n = 9 or 13 depending on the model. give the power laws (27).
5. Phenomenological renormalization. - As it has been done in the case of directed percolation [5] and of non-directed animals [12] , we have used the results obtained by transfer matrices to apply the phenomenological renormalization method [13] . The largest eigenvalue Å,,,(x) of the transfer matrix defines (as for non-directed animals [12] ) a correlation length çn(x) :
This length is the characteristic length along the strips and thus along the preferred direction. The phenomenological renormalization is based on a finite size scaling hypothesis : for large n and when x is in the neighbourhood of its critical value Xc for the two-dimensional system, the çn(x) should satisfy :
where the function F1(z) is a regular function around z = 0. This finite size scaling allows a sequence of estimations of the initial point XC, of the ratio T = v jj / vi and of the exponents v II and v, to be calculated. We determined the estimations xc(n) of the critical point by choosing strips of three consecutive widths n + 1, n and n -1 and by defining xr ,(n) as the solution of the following equation :
The estimations of 9(n), vl(n) and vll(n) were then found by More details about this phenomenological renormalization method can be found in references [5, 12, 13] .
If the finite size scaling hypothesis were not only asymptotic in n but also valid for narrow strips, the estimations xr ,(n), vl(n) and v jj (n) given by equations (30) to (33) would be equal to their exact values XC, vl and vil. The simple idea followed here is that by increasing n, the estimations will be closer and closer to their exact values.
In figure 4 , we have plotted the xc(n) for the four models versus n -4. The convergence is very regular and linear in n-4 for the four models. It allows us to find accurate extrapolated values of x,, (see Table II) .
For model A, our numerical results strongly support the conjecture Xc = 3 proposed in reference [11] In figures 5 and 6, we have plotted the vll(n) and vl(n). We see that for the models A, B and C, the convergence is linear in n -2. Our extrapolated values (see Table II ) agree again rather well with those found by Redner and Yang [10] . For Using the finite size scaling, we can also determine the exponent 6 defined in equation (1) . We (23)). Then we realized that the a(C) which are solutions of the linear equations (22) have simple expressions when p = Jln on a strip of width n. Lastly we noticed that a general formula seems to give the number Q,,(C) of directed animals of s sites for any root C and on a strip of any width n. This formula generalizes the conjecture of Dhar, Phani and Barma [ 11 ] to the case of strips of finite width and to any root C.
We could only prove that the Iin were given by (23) and that the expression of the a(C) proposed below is correct. For the general formula of Q,,(C), we did not succeed in finding a proof, even though all our numerical verifications indicate that our formula is correct. We found numerically that the a(C) which are solutions of (22) (42) is that it does not depend on the relative positions of the different holes in the root.
We are now going to prove that (42) gives a solution of (22) The two heavy lines must be identified because of the periodic boundary conditions. Formula (42) gives here a(Cl) = cf 2 f2' a(e2) = Cf6' a(e3) = cfl, a(e4) = Cfl f2' a(es) = Cf13, a(e6) = c.
The horizontal arrow indicates the preferred direction.
Proposition. We have proved that Jl'1 = 1 + 2 cos (n/2 n) for a strip of width n and that the a(C) solutions of (22) figure 1 a) , when the animals are drawn on strips of width n, with periodic boundary conditions. These relations are used in the article to show that the growth parameter Jl'1 on a strip has the simple form /In = 1 + 2 cos (n/2 n). For a large number of sites s, the number Ds(C) of animals with root C behaves like and it was shown in section 6 that the 2" -1 quantities a(C) are solutions of the system of linear equations where m(C) is the number of occupied sites in the root C and the prime on 2:' denotes the sum over all C' which can follow C (called its successors).
The second member of equation (22) 3, we show that these sums may be rearranged to yield equation (44). 1 . A relation for the sum on the successors. - We first show a useful relation for b(C), which is a consequence of the so-called method of inclusion and exclusion, and is related to the usual theorem in probability theory for the probability of the union of M events. This theorem [22] We choose to number the sites of a column on a strip of width n from 1 to n. Due to the periodic boundary conditions, one has to remember that sites 1 and n are adjacent. We are interested in the quantity where the summation is over the successors of C. The only constraint for C' to be a successor of is that any site of C' linked to two empty sites of C has to be empty (see Fig. 9 ). The other sites of C' may be either empty or occupied. Then b(C) is the sum over all the 2" -1 roots, minus the sum of a(C') over the set A of all C' in which at least one among the forbidden sites is occupied.
To obtain this last sum, we can follow the same reasoning that leads to P(A) on (B .1) where «the sum of a(C) over C belonging to a given subset » replaces « the probability of a given event ».
We denote by I(C) the set of these forbidden sites in any successor of C and M -Card I(C). If The result we want to prove in this part is that with this particular choice for a(C), the quantities a({ i, j, ... }) defined in (B. 5) are very simple. We are going to show that for any set ap of p sites, one has :
where N = N(ap) is the number of holes (of size &#x3E; 1) between the sites belonging to ap (see Fig. 10 To prove (B. 8a) and (B. 8b), we need to establish some relations about the consequences of (42). where C* is the root obtained from C by filling the k holes (see Fig. 11 ). Hence they contribute in a(C) for any C of A for the same factor EA :
If CA is the configuration obtained (from any C of A) by filling all sites I for i I i', one can see from (42) that ( Fig.11 ) We recall that N( 3p) is the total number of clusters in ap (see Fig. 10 ). This is always true because for any C, Card I(C) n. 
